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Introduction
This paper tests the three diverse musical skills of aural awareness and perception based
on familiar music from the prescribed instrumental and vocal lists for 2013. The essay
questions test knowledge of the music through stylistic analysis, and require the ability to
compare and contrast two musical features across two of the pieces. The final section tests
simple harmonic analysis of a passage of unfamiliar music and a final chord completion
exercise from a given incipit.
In terms of assessment, the two listening questions (Q1 and 2) have 16 marks each. The
two essays (Q3(a) or (b) at the candidate’s choice) are 10 and 18 marks respectively. The
harmony questions together have 20 marks (Q4 is out of 8 and Q5 out of 12 marks). There
is therefore a slight weighting on the essay questions.
In the listening questions examiners are looking for good aural skills applied to the music
of the extracts. This includes a working knowledge of chords, keys and cadences, as well
as the use of common musical devices such as sequence, pedal, suspension etc. Stylistic
features are tested also, for example the melodic, rhythmic and harmonic conventions in
Impressionism and Renaissance music. The less able candidates were unclear about the use
of devices in the music or any of the stylistic features in Debussy and Monteverdi. Even so,
there has been a generally-noted marked improvement on both of these questions again
this year.
The essay questions are written without reference to the anthology. Many of these were
written in lucid prose. In the comparison question, the more able candidates highlighted
common elements in the two works, as well as pointing out the essential differences.
Conversely, less able candidates only managed staccato bullet-point responses, with little
factual information. Skills in comparative writing were lacking or absent. This said, yearon-year the standard (and length) of responses has improved. The examiners have been
impressed with the amount of musical detail and apposite musical references to the score
that have been memorised.
In the harmony questions, there was a clear divide between those candidates who had
followed a course in harmony and those who had not. The able candidates wrote stylistically
and demonstrated a good harmonic repertoire, alongside effective and idiomatic part-writing
for SATB voices. The general standard was felt to be higher this year, perhaps because the
extract was in a major key with clear harmonic progressions, suggested by the contour of
the melody line.
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Question 1 (b)
There was a mixed response to this question, but not many candidates were able to identify
three features. Most candidates noted that the melody was repeated and that it was
chromatic or that it started with a long, held C sharp. Only a few candidates pointed out
that the melody descends and ascends. The question proved to show good discrimination
across the ability range.

The following response has highlighted three clear features of the melody.

Examiner Comments

A full-mark response.
Credit was given for:
chromaticism
tritone
triplets
3 marks
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Examiner Tip

Always think about the direction of melody,
steps or leaps, chromatic or conjunct, and any
rhythmic features, long or short notes etc.

Question 1 (c)
Describing the music played by the horns proved to be a difficult question for many of the
candidates this year. High level aural skills were tested here.
However, basic responses could have achieved the 2 marks from the following three
observations:
the music is repeated (1)
it has two notes/ B-C sharp (1)
ascends (1) in pitch.
Higher level responses noted the chromaticism, horns playing in thirds and that there was a
countermelody.

An example of identifying the most obvious points.

Examiner Comments

Credit was awarded here for:
moving between two notes (1)
rising (1)
chromatically (1)

Examiner Tip

Always think about the different elements. How does
the melody move? Up or down? In steps, or leaps?
Are there repeated notes or sustained notes?

Max 2 marks

Question 1 (d)
A fairly straightforward question asking about the standard string technique of tremolo or
sur la touche.

Question 1 (e)
A straightforward 'name the instrument' question, where the majority identified the oboe
correctly.
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Question 1 (f)
A typical dynamics question and quite easy to achieve full marks.
This is always a popular question and accessible to all candidates, irrespective of ability.

Examiner Comments

Credit was given here for the two observations of crescendo (1)
and diminuendo at bar 10 (1).
Another mark was available for giving the opening dynamic of
piano (or soft).

Examiner Tip

Always think - how does the music start? Loud or
soft? Does it change? How does the music end?
Chronological responses often elicit many credit points.
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Question 1 (g)
A demanding question that appears regularly on listening papers at this level. The similarity
was easier (same melody) than the difference, although most correctly identified the longer
first note in the second phrase.
Basic observations are needed here to identify that the melody is similar, apart from the
dynamics on the repeat, the slightly-altered rhythm, the longer first note or (for the best
candidates) the different time signature.

Examiner Comments

This response scored full marks for observing the same melody
with an elongated first note.

Examiner Tip

Always look for the most obvious in this type of question. Think
about the melody - is it the same? Higher/lower pitch etc? Finding
differences is harder here, but dynamic contrast was the most
obvious one to identify. The rhythmic differences (longer first note
and decorated end to the phrase) were often noticed as well.
Candidates need practice at this sort of exercise in class.
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Question 1 (h)
A standard question, testing basic instrumental figuration.
Understanding of basic playing techniques for instruments should be studied. In the case of
the harp, one would expect broken chord or arpeggiaic figuration.

Examiner Comments

Examiner Tip

A good clear response, however the arpeggios
also descended as well.

It is well worth studying standard instrumental
techniques in the set works.

Question 1 (i)
The characteristics of the musical elements are always tested in listening questions such as
these, in 6MU03. This was a straightforward question on Impressionistic harmony.
Many credit-worthy features were present here and should have been studied in depth as
key elements of Impressionism.

Examiner Comments

This response had two good points:
unprepared and unresolved dissonances
non-functional / no cadences.

Examiner Tip

Learn key stylistic features of the melody, harmony,
rhythm, tonality, texture, timbre and so on. The
musical elements are universal and are always tested
every year in aural perception questions.
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Question 2 (b)
This texture question carried two marks, so two points are needed. The first mark was for
the number of parts (5/full/tutti) and the second for homophonic. Another possible answer
was homorhythmic.
With vocal music, it is important to cover the standard textures of homophonic,
homorhythmic, polyphonic, contrapuntal, imitative etc. The number of voices is also part of
the texture of the music.

Examiner Comments

A good recognition of textures.

Question 2 (c)
Word-painting appears often in questions, in this case doloroso. Again, this was a good aural
awareness question and discriminated well across the ability spectrum. Like the texture
question, practice needs to be given in class at this type of question.

Examiner Comments

The candidate here has thought about tempo, tonality, partwriting etc to provide a comprehensive answer.
Credit for:
ascending (1)
minor (1)
low bass tessitura (1)

Examiner Tip

Again, think about the basics of tempo, tonality,
direction of melody, pitch etc.
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Question 2 (d)
Another comparison question and just like similarities and differences, this type of question
needs a lot of practice.
There are many points that can be made here, such as change of mode, louder, higher
pitch, shorter note values, syncopation, faster harmonic rhythm and several others too.

Examiner Comments

This response picked out the two most obvious ie major
key and shorter notes (quavers).

Question 2 (e)
A straightforward question. Most candidates gave perfect cadence, although not everyone
identified Bb major as the key.

Question 2 (f)
Many candidates answered correctly, identifying the false relation.

Question 2 (g)
Sequence was the common response. As it was only a one-mark question the direction of
the sequence was not needed in this case.

Question 2 (h)
As there were two marks here, pedal alone only attracted one mark. Dominant pedal was
the full answer for 2 marks.

Question 2 (i)
Tierce de Picardie was the common response.
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Question 3 (a)
The Reich question fared very well, with many candidates being able to secure 10 creditworthy points. Perhaps the study of minimalism at GCSE proved to be useful here. The
Mozart/ Poulenc comparison also generated a rich plethora of musical detail and apposite
score references. There was much to say about these well-contrasted pieces in terms of
structure and tonality, and candidates relished the challenge, often writing many pages.
Two excellent essays, each attracting full marks.
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Examiner Comments

3(a)(i) Credit was given for the following:

3(a)(ii) Credit was given for the following:

• canonic
• where structure is defined by textural
moments
• 2 bar melodic ostinati
• bars 1 - 2 (location)
• melody entirely diatonic
• aural effect of phasing
• repetition of chords
• bars 17-26 (location)
• Lydian mode on E
• hexatonic scale
• use of music technology
• 1 live clarinet part
• only restricted to one family
• parts 7 and 10 fade in and out
• uses syncopation
• bar 3 (location)
• obscured by pulse

• Mozart
• Sonata form
• Expo 1-63, development 64-92, recap 95151 (location x 3)
• Coda
• 152 - end (location)
• modulates often
• Ternary form
• Section A 1-25, section B 26-57 (location x
2)
• [max location marks now given]
• Coda
• borderline accept for ‘almost atonally’
• Perfect cadence
• melodic material from B
• cadential 6/4
• modulates to related keys
• Poulenc
• G major to begin
• unrelated key
• 18 marks given

Max 10 marks given, which includes the
location marks

Total = 28 marks
Bb major not credited in Mozart as it says
‘throughout the exposition’, which is incorrect

Examiner Tip

Using headings eg form, melody etc for the 10 mark
essay might be a good way of approaching each
stylistic trait in turn.
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Both of these essays are rambling and contain few credit-worthy points. They are a clear
case of a candidate writing what is known of the works, without reference to the features
required by the questions.
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Examiner Comments

(i) Credit:

(ii) Credit:

• Repetitive theme
• Sonata form (credit for Mozart)
• Adding other instruments in and out • Perfect cadence (x 2 for both
Total: 2 marks
Mozart and Poulenc)
Total: 3 marks
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Question 3 (b)
The Dowland lute song question was reasonably well-answered, although details were often
missing. There were less full-mark submissions for this question. The Van Morrison/Tavener
comparison question generated some good answers, but again, there were noticeably less
full marks than in 3 (a)(ii). However, there was much to say in terms of the structure and
melodic writing in both pieces.
Two excellent essays, replete with details and score references of examples with locations.
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Examiner Comments

(i) Credit was given for:

(ii) Credit was given for:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tavener

ayre
bass viol
Pavan
tripartite structure
each section repeated
Perfect and Phrygian cadences
Tierce de picardie
false relations/suspensions (and
location mark)
• Aeolian mode
• word-painting (plus examples)
• descending (falling) motif in melody
(location)
Total: 10 max
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

strophic
2 verses
ABA within each verse
melody from bar 1 notes
syllabic
some melisma
Inversion (location)
Retrograde (location)
augmentation

Van Morrison
• verse-chorus
• introduction
• instrumental
• middle-eight
• outro
• fade at end
• pentatonic melody
• high register
• improvised feel (example)
Total: 18 max

These are two very weak and rambling essays, with little factual content.
No marks were awarded for the second essay.
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Examiner Comments

(i) Credit was given for:

(ii) No credit-worthy points

•
•
•
•

0 marks

ornamentation (decoration)
Perfect cadences
word-painting
descending melodic phrase =
falling tears

Total: 4 marks
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Question 4 (a) 1
This chord (IIb) was often identified correctly.

Question 4 (a) 2
Chord Ic was often correct.

Question 4 (a) 3
Chord V7 was often correct.

Question 4 (a) 4
Chord I was often identified correctly.

Question 4 (b)
The pedal was often identified correctly.

Question 4 (c)
Sequence was the correct response. As it was just a one-mark question, the direction
(descending) was not needed. However were this to have been a two-mark question, the
direction would have been needed for full credit.

Question 4 (d)
The diminished 7th chords appeared three times in succession in one bar, which made this
quite straightforward to recognise.
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Question 5
There were many good completions, including formulaic Ic-V7-I progressions.
Common mistakes included:
•

wrong chords

•

incomplete chords

•

consecutive 5ths and 8ths

•

low tenor and bass notes

•

poor part-writing

•

augmented intervals between parts etc

•

many examples of wide intervals (octave plus) between alto and tenor parts

•

crossings of parts.

Examiner Comments

A text-book answer, of which there were many. Ic might have
been better than just chord Ia.
Well-written for SATB voices.
Good use of passing note.

Examiner Tip

Keep it simple and try to use formulaic progressions.
Always finish by checking for the consecutive 5ths and 8ths.
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Paper Summary
In terms of future teaching, learning and preparation for this paper, it is important that
candidates listen to the prescribed works many times to internalise the music and become
familiar with the structure, form and style of the works. The essay questions need to be
practised over the year and key facts learnt carefully. Harmony work will improve with
regular exercises and should be developmental in approach ie from writing formulaic
cadential progressions up to the complete five chords of the phrase.
Based on their performance for this paper, candidates are offered the following advice.
•

Candidates should practice listening to excerpts taken from different short sections of
the set works. Then they should be tested on the key elements of the melody, harmony,
rhythm, texture, instrumentation etc found in the excerpts.

•

There are many stylistic features in both the instrumental and vocal works. Candidates
are advised to create key fact cards or similar, summarising the salient points that are
often tested in the two listening questions.

•

Essays can effectively be prepared thoroughly in the same way. Learn some location
references also, from the score, to earn credit - eg dominant pedal begins at b1-8, etc.

•

For the harmonic analysis question, it is important to work through a progressive course
in order to build up knowledge of harmonic progressions etc. Usually, three of the five
chords that candidates complete are standard cadential progressions, such as Ic-V7-I.

•

With any harmony work, endeavour to study real music. Look at how voice parts are
written for SATB in terms of both range and part-writing. Always check for consecutive
5ths and 8ths.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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